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Motivation

- University students need to read, read, read
- Tests are used as a motivational tool
- MCQ are useful but tedious to implement in paper/pencil format
- On-line methods are quick and easy
- Provides instant feedback for students
Tools Required

- Respondus
  - To access test bank from the text book publisher
- SMUVista
  - To administer test in classroom
Demo

- Points to note

- Get hand holding at the beginning
  - Use the very helpful SMUVista team

- Do a tryout before full implementation
  - With help, if necessary
Points of caution

- Not for the faint hearted
  - Both Respondus and SMU Vista can be daunting
- Use helpdesk liberally
- Learn to play around to perfect the process
  - Devours load of time

- However, in the long run – it can be rewarding, I HOPE!